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Abstract Fatigue of superelastic NiTi wires was inves-

tigated by cyclic tension in simulated biofluid. The state of

the surface of the fatigued NiTi wire was monitored by

following the evolution of the electrochemical open circuit

potential (OCP) together with macroscopic stresses and

strains. The ceramic TiO2 oxide layer on the NiTi wire

surface cannot withstand the large transformation strain

and fractures in the first cycle. Based on the analysis of the

results of in situ OCP experiments and SEM observation of

cracks, it is claimed that the cycled wire surface develops

mechanochemical reactions at the NiTi/liquid interface

leading to cumulative generation of hydrogen, uptake of

the hydrogen by the NiTi matrix, local loss of the matrix

strength, crack transfer into the NiTi matrix, accelerated

crack growth, and ultimately to the brittle fracture of the

wire. Fatigue degradation is thus claimed to originate from

the mechanochemical processes occurring at the exces-

sively deforming surface not from the accumulation of

defects due to energy dissipative bulk deformation pro-

cesses. Ironically, combination of the two exciting

properties of NiTi—superelasticity due to martensitic

transformation and biocompatibility due to the protective

TiO2 surface oxide layer—leads to excessive fatigue

damage during cyclic mechanical loading in biofluids.

Keywords Nitinol � Shape memory alloy � Corrosion �
Fatigue � Tensile test � Electrochemistry � Hydrogen
embrittlement

Introduction

NiTi-based alloys have established themselves as key shape

memory alloy material for wide range of engineering

applications [1] exploiting their unique functional thermo-

mechanical behaviors due to the martensitic transformation

driven by the stress and temperature. The key phenomena are

the large recoverable superelastic and shape memory strains

and strong stress–temperature coupling. When trying to

utilize these phenomena in applications designs, NiTi alloys

are considered to be exposed to long-time cyclic variations

of large stress (\700 MPa), large reversible strains (\7 %),

wide range of temperatures (-150 �C to ?120 �C), or even
corrosive environments (water, blood, biofluids, oil, vapors,

hydrogen). Depending on the imposed strain amplitude, the

NiTi alloys exhibit thousands to millions of cycles to failure

in (thermo)mechanical cycling, no other metallic materials

can even approach such a superior fatigue performance at

comparable conditions. In successful practical applications,

however, the conditions are frequently limited. In this con-

text, the ‘‘limited thermomechanical fatigue performance of

NiTi’’ represents an obstacle hindering further development

of many engineering applications of NiTi (superelastic

stents, orthodontic implants and tools, vibration damping

elements, actuator springs, HTSMA actuators).
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Fatigue of phase-transforming NiTi has been investi-

gated in the literature both experimentally [2–8] and the-

oretically [7, 8]. Although the stress and/or temperature

driven martensitic transformation proceeds cyclically in all

fatigue tests, fatigue of superelastic medical stents,

orthodontic wires and implants, thermomechanical fatigue

of actuator wires or springs or fatigue of high temperature

actuators seems to be governed by different rules and hence

must be dealt with separately.

Functional fatigue (cyclic degradation of functional

response) [3] and structural fatigue [6] have to be distin-

guished and possible links between them shall be identified.

In spite of the attention paid to the drift of the cyclic stress–

strain–temperature responses in the literature [3, 4], it is not

still clear how the drift is exactly related to the structural

fatigue. There seems to be a general agreement in the liter-

ature on a dissipation energy-based fatigue criterion [8]—the

more dissipated energy is stored in the material during the

transformation cycle, the shorter is the fatigue lifetime. In

other words, if there is no energy dissipation, there should be

no fatigue and full strain superelastic cycling shall be feasible

for millions of cycles. But energy dissipation and hysteresis

are intrinsically related to the martensitic transformation and

lattice defects are created by phase interfaces propagating

during cyclic martensitic transformations [9]. The accumu-

lating defects lead to the microstructure evolution during the

thermomechanical cycling [10] which is believed to control

the fatigue performance [3, 6]. But is this really responsible

for the experimentally observed preliminary failure of

superelastically cycled NiTi? No one proved that yet. Reli-

able experimental data on the link from the microstructure

evolution to the structural fatigue performance of NiTi are

still missing. Many researchers, particularly in the commu-

nity of researchers from NiTi suppliers and medical device

companies, believe that the size and shape of nonmetallic

inclusions, which cannot deform together with the supere-

lastic NiTi, are primarily responsible for its poor fatigue

performance. There are many problems related with the

experimental investigation superelastic fatigue of NiTi wire

in tension. If the tests are performed at slow strain rates, they

are painfully long. At higher strain rates in the air, however,

the stress–strain responses are affected by the heat effects

[11], particularly to the latent heat, thermomechanical cou-

pling and heat exchange with the environment. If the fast

cyclic loading tests are performed on NiTi wires immersed in

fluids, this is not so serious due to much better heat exchange

with the fluid, but there is a danger of environmental effects

affecting the fatigue performance. The optimum solution for

fatigue testing of NiTi wires seems to be mechanical cycling

at high frequencies in fluids. Rotating bending fatigue testing

on wires [2] or pulsating fatigue on NiTi stents [12] is pop-

ular in the medical device field. A complication is that the

acting surface stresses and strains are not directly measured

in rotating bending fatigue tests and interpretation of the

results is less straightforward compared to the case of a wire

fatigued in cyclic tension.

This work deals with an experimental investigation of

structural fatigue of superelastic NiTi wire transforming

cyclically in simulated biofluids at constant body temper-

ature under cyclic tension. A motivation comes from our

earlier work on fatigue of superelastic NiTi springs cycled

in simulated biofluids [13–15] targeting particularly the

problem of unexpected failure of gastrointestinal esopha-

geal, and/or tracheal NiTi stents [16] braided from NiTi

wires or orthodontic wires which are exposed to mechan-

ical loads in corrosive biofluids—i.e., NiTi implants which

transform martensitically in the body. Clinical reports of

unexpected random failures of implanted braided NiTi

stents show that the NiTi wires of implanted stents unex-

pectedly fractured soon after implantation and the

explanted stents exhibited serious embrittlement [17].

Physical origin of the failure remained unclear and corro-

sion was simply blamed responsible without specifying the

exact fatigue damage and failure mechanism.

In a sharp contrast with that, there is vast experimental

evidence in the biomedical literature [18–20] suggesting

that carefully engineered TiO2 surface oxide layer on the

superelastic NiTi wire separating the liquid environment

from the bare metal provides the NiTi with safe protection

even against highly corrosive bioenvironments. The TiO2

layer created by furnace oxidation on NiTi consists pre-

sumably of mixed polycrystalline anatase with amorphous

phase [21]. XPS measurements show excess Ni on top of

TiO2 surface (native or heat-treated oxide) in a form of Ni

‘‘hut-clusters’’ (*5 nm) top [22, 23]. The experimentally

observed growth of metallic and ionic bonded Ni–O

overlayer on the top of TiO2 was explained using the

application of the valence bond theory [22, 24].

A question whether the unexpected embrittlement and

fracture of implanted NiTi stents shall be ascribed to

mechanical fatigue stemming from the bulk or to corrosion

attack stemming from the surface was addressed in our

recent work [13–15]. It was concluded that both are probably

involved in the gradual fatigue degradation and that cracking

of the thin TiO2 oxide layer (grown by thermal oxidation on

the wire surface during the shape setting heat treatment)

probably plays a key role in the degradation process. The

hard ceramic oxide cannot withstand large surface strains

due to stress-induced martensitic transformation and frac-

tures when the surface strains exceed 1 % [15]. If the surface

oxide does not fracture, the number of cycles to failure

quickly increases with the decreasing strain amplitude and

reaches a run out number of cycles. It was concluded that the

fatigue limit evaluated in NiTi spring tests [13, 15] is con-

trolled by the surface oxide damage. The actual failure

mechanism, however, remained unclear.
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Since the NiTi stent is typically heavily deformed during

the microinvasive implantation, the oxide fractures and the

wire of the implanted NiTi stent is protected against cor-

rosion by the ‘‘cracked TiO2 oxide.’’ Figure 1 shows a

SEM image of the cracked oxide layer on a superelastic

NiTi wire transforming via shear band propagation in

tension [14]. It can be seen that the oxide layer behind the

shear band front is broken by high density of regularly

spaced thin oxide cracks oriented perpendicularly to the

wire axis. Let us point out that, since the oxide cracks are

tiny and close upon unloading, they can only be observed

by SEM on the stretched wire surface (Fig. 1).

The presence of the oxide cracks, however, does auto-

matically imply neither degradation of the corrosion proper-

ties nor degradation of the fatigue performance of NiTi,

though the cracking has been found to result in accelerated Ni

release [23].Theoxide layer is too thin to pose anymechanical

threat to the wire. Moreover, the damage to the oxide layer

caused by the excessive surface deformation gets quickly

‘‘repaired’’ by fast passivation reaction in the biofluid [25].

Nevertheless, NiTi springs superelastically cycled in water

and/or biofluids survive only several thousands of tensile

cycles (much less than in the air [13] for the same stroke

amplitude) and ultimately fail in a brittle manner. This clearly

suggests that the liquid environment does have an adverse

effect on the fatigue performance of superelastically cycled

NiTi springs. It brought us to the suspicion that chemical

reactions proceeding periodically within the cracked surface

oxide layer might be responsible for the poor fatigue perfor-

mance of NiTi wire immersed in biofluid.

Chemical processes at the solid/liquid interface of

deforming metals can be conveniently studied by electro-

chemical methods applied during mechanical loading [26–

29]. In such in situ tests, the deformed metal serves as the

working electrode connected in electrochemical cell with

inert reference electrode and processes on its surface are

tracked down by evaluating electrochemical signals (po-

tential, current, impedance, etc.) during the mechanical

loads. These methods were applied in the literature to

plastically deformed metals [29]. Mechanochemistry of

surface reactions on deformed metals has been explored

theoretically [30]. First experiments on NiTi for simulta-

neous assessment of the electrochemical and structural

fatigue properties were designed by Neelakantan et al. [27].

We have recently performed in situ electrochemical

experiments on NiTi wires and springs superelastically

cycled in fluids [31]. Basic experiment involves evaluation

of the electrochemical Open Circuit Potential/OCP/(poten-

tial difference of the working electrode against the reference

electrode) during the cyclic tensile loads. The experimen-

tally measured OCP generally depends on the metal, elec-

trolyte, surface layer, temperature, and time of the exposure

of the material to the electrolyte. If all this is constant, the

experimentally measured changes of the OCP reflect the

mechanically induced damage of the surface oxide and the

progress of the chemical reactions on the surface triggered

by this damage. Potentially very interesting information on

the mechanochemical processes occurring on the surface of

the fatigued wire can be obtained in this way. In particular,

the in-situ recorded OCP signal reflects periodic straining of

the surface oxide, cracking of the oxide at large strain

amplitudes, crack opening/closing upon tensile cycling or

chemical passivation of the mechanically damaged surface.

Physical meaning of the results, particularly how the

in situ recorded OCP signals are related to the mechanical

data and fatigue performance of NiTi, however, is not clear

yet since the method has never been systematically applied

to NiTi. This is the main goal of this work.

Experimental Methods

Superelastic NiTi Wires

Medical grade superelastic NiTi wires were studied in

present experiments (Fort Wayne Metals #1, d = 0.2 mm,

straight wires with etched, mechanically polished and

naturally oxidized surface). The wire samples were pre-

pared from the same batch, given heat treatment in a fluid

Fig. 1 Superelastic NiTi wire deforms in tension via propagation of

shear band front(s), separating the newly formed martensite shear

band (*7 % strain) from the rest of the still austenitic wire (*1 %

strain). The shear band front is seen as a circle along the

circumference of the wire, where its diameter slightly decreases.

Within the wire, shear band front has a shape of a cone pointing

towards the martensite [51]. The internal stress is locally elevated on

the surface of this cone compared to the rest of the wire [51]. The

stress-induced martensitic transformation takes place mainly within

this shear band front as it travels along the wire. The TiO2 surface

oxide wire cannot deform homogeneously to 7 % and fractures upon

straining. The moving shear band front thus leaves behind a ‘‘cracked

surface oxide’’ containing regularly spaced, thin oxide cracks oriented

perpendicularly to the wire axis. As the oxide cracks are extremely

thin, they can be observed by SEM only under applied stress since

they close as the shear band moves back upon unloading
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furnace at 510 �C for 4 min and cooled in water for 3 min.

As a result of this treatment, all wire samples used in this

study have the same microstructure and same surface oxide

as the NiTi spring samples studied in our earlier closely

related work [13–15] (*70 nm TiO2 layer with excess Ni

on the top and*40-nm-thick Ni-enriched layer underneath

[14]). Capillaries were clamped on both ends of the wire

sample, electrically isolated with Teflon and epoxy and

gripped into the testing rig. All wire samples were 27 mm

long and had equal surface area exposed to the electrolyte

as the working electrode. All tests were performed on

virgin wires.

Electrochemical Testing of Superelastic NiTi Wire

Deformed in Liquids

The electrochemical measurements of open circuit poten-

tial (OCP), which is also called the corrosion potential

(Ecorr), were performed in a 0.9 % NaCl solution at tem-

perature 37 �C (25, 40, 50 �C) using a GAMRY Reference

600 potentiostat. The acidity of the solution was adjusted to

pH = 3 by adding few drops of dilute HCl in order to

simulate physiological and corrosive environment the

medical stents are exposed to.

The volume of the solution in the electrochemical cell

was 130 ml. Potentials were measured against a reference

silver chloride electrode (Ag/AgCl, -0.025 V vs SCE).

The surface area of the thin NiTi wire acting as the working

electrode was as small as 0.170 cm2. This lead to very low

electrochemical current, suppression of capacitive currents

and ensured non-polarizability of the reference electrode.

The distance between the reference and working electrode

was less than 1 mm. There was no need to use IR

compensation.

When a metal such as nickel or titanium is corroding in an

acid solution, both the anodic (Eq. 1), and cathodic (Eq. 2)

reactions occur simultaneously on the metal surface.

M ¼ Mþ þ e� ð1Þ

Hþ þ e� ¼ H ð2Þ

The reactions gradually change potential to a compro-

mised value preventing motion of ions across the metal/

liquid interface. The potential of the working electrode

measured with respect to the reference electrode is the

OCP. Thermodynamic driving force of electrochemical

potential for each half-cell reaction (1) and (2) is given by

Nernst Eq. 3.

Ecell ¼ E0
cell �

RT

zF
lnQ ð3Þ

Ecell½V � is the cell potential, E0
cell½V� is the standard cell

potential, R Jmol�1 K�1
� �

is a gas constant, T ½K� is the

absolute temperature, z is the number of moles of electrons

transferred in the half-cell reaction, F is the Faraday con-

stant, Q is a reaction quotient, where Q ¼ Cred

Cox
, with cred

being the concentration of the reduced form, and cox is the

concentration of the oxidized form.

The OCP value measured in the in situ electrochemical

test on NiTi wire acting as the working electrode in the

electrochemical cell thus characterizes an electrochemical

quasiequilibrium at the NiTi/liquid interface reflecting the

kinetics of both half-cell reactions. When this equilibrium

is changed by the mechanical deformation of the NiTi

surface, the kinetics of chemical reactions changes and the

experimentally measured OCP reflects this change and

evolves in time. Increase of the OCP in time evidences

progress of the oxidation process (Eq. 1), while decrease

suggests prevailing reduction process (Eq. 2) at the NiTi/

liquid interface.

In Situ Electrochemical Testing During Tensile

Cycling of Superelastic NiTi Wire

Dedicated equipment for in situ electrochemical testing of

metallic wires cyclically deformed in liquids was designed

and constructed (Fig. 2). The scheme of the experimental

setup used for in situ evaluation of the OCP of the

superelastic NiTi wires subjected to tensile cycling held at

constant temperature is shown on the top of Fig. 2. The

equipment consists of a thermally controlled sealed basin

with electrolyte, linear stepping motor, load cell, laser

extensometer, electrically isolated grips, wire sample as the

working electrode, reference electrode, potentiostat, con-

trol program and data acquisition system in LabView. To

prevent leakage of the electrolyte through the holes for the

moving wire, low pressure is kept in the sealed electro-

chemical cell. Reference electrode is on the top of the box.

Two types of in situ electrochemical tests were per-

formed: (a) kinetics experiments on deformed NiTi wires

and (b) cyclic experiments. In the kinetics experiments, the

wires were strained (unloaded) in the liquid up to a preset

strain level using defined strain rate, while the OCP

response was evaluated during the straining and predefined

period of time afterwards. In the cyclic experiments, the

wires were subjected to cyclic tensile tests characterized by

test parameters as e.g., mean strain, strain amplitude, strain

rate, temperature and the OCP response was continuously

evaluated during the cycling.

As introduced above, the experimentally recorded OCP

signal reflects mechanically induced local breakdown of

the passive oxide layers triggering the chemical reactions

on the wire surface. Note that the oxide damage is brought

about by the excessive superelastic deformation caused by

the stress-induced MT in the NiTi matrix underneath the
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oxide. While the damage to the oxide layer caused by the

NiTi deformation is instantaneous, the progress of chemi-

cal reaction (Eqs. 1, 2) is delayed. The surface strains vary

periodically during the cyclic tensile tests, unfortunately

the localized deformation of NiTi in tension complicates

the issue significantly.

The in situ recorded OCP signal was stored together

with external force, elongation and temperature. The OCP

sampling rate in kinetics tests was set at 1000 Hz. High

sampling rate is essential to evaluate the minimum value of

OCP established as a result of deformation-induced dam-

age followed by very fast passivation of NiTi wire. The

OCP minimum approaches the true corrosion potential of

the bare NiTi alloy exposed to electrolyte.

Characterization of the Cracked Surface Oxide

by SEM

SEM/FIB techniques were employed to characterize the

surface defects introduced by the cyclic tensile deforma-

tion. SEM observation was performed using FIB/SEM

TESCAN FERA3 electron microscope on the NiTi wire

sample, which was previously subjected to the tensile

fatigue test (strain rate = 1 % s-1, simulated biofluid,

T = 37 �C, NF = 1500). The wire was stretched using a

special tensile holder to 6 % strain. A part of the wire was

still in austenite structure with closed surface oxide cracks

(*1 % strain), while the majority of the wire was in the

martensite shearband (*7 % strain) with surface oxide

cracks open. Subsequently, cross sections were cut through

the wire in areas of interest using the FIB with Ga? ions

using the TESCAN LYRA SEM perpendicularly to the

major oxide cracks. Final polishing was carried out using

current of 560 pA and cracks penetrating into the NiTi

matrix were studied on the polished cross sections. Finally,

3D reconstruction of subsurface distribution of microcracks

was performed using cross-sectioning method by auto-

mated FIB milling combined with SE scanning of the bulk

40 9 10 9 17 lm (400 slices in steps of 100 nm).

Experimental Results

Cyclic Tensile Deformation of Superelastic NiTi

Wire in Biofluid and in the Air

Cyclic tensile tests were performed on NiTi wires in

position control under wide range of testing conditions

(strain amplitude, strain rate, temperature). Force, elonga-

tion, temperature, and electric resistance were continuously

recorded. Figure 3 compares cyclic stress–strain response

of NiTi wire subjected to cyclic tensile loading tests at

temperature T = 37 �C using strain rate 1 % s-1 in bio-

fluid (Fig. 3a) and in the air (Fig. 3c). The stress–strain

responses evolve quickly in the first 100 cycles and very

slowly in the rest of the lifetime (Fig. 3b). Gradual evo-

lution of transformation stress, hysteresis, and residual

strain with number of cycles in the first 100 cycles suggests

that the wire microstructure changes mainly in the early

stages of the test. There are significant differences between

the stress–strain curves measured in the liquid and in the air

(higher forward transformation stress, wider hysteresis, and

larger residual strain in the air). We ascribe these differ-

ences to the latent heat effects [11] at relatively high strain

rate, which are supposed to be different in air and fluid and

the wire hence deforms at different temperatures though

nominally the temperature T = 37 �C was held constant in

both cases.

The essential point is that the number of cycles till

failure is significantly lower in the liquid than in the air. In

the small amplitude range, the NiTi wire survived 100 mil.

cycles at strain amplitude 0.5 % while only Nf = 4000

cycles in biofluid. This suggests that the fatigue limit is

different in the liquid and in the air. We did not perform

sufficient number of tests at different stress amplitudes to

construct Wohler curves, but we made enough tests to learn

Fig. 2 Experimental setup for in situ electrochemical testing during

cyclic tensile deformation of metallic wires in fluids. Scheme of the

equipment (top) and photo of the rig with mounted NiTi wire sample

(bottom). Force, elongation, temperature, and electrochemical poten-

tial OCP are continuously recorded during the cyclic tensile test

208 Shap. Mem. Superelasticity (2015) 1:204–230
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that the experimental results under given test conditions

(strain amplitude, mean strain, strain rate, temperature,

environment) are reproducible with a very small scatter

DNf\ 5 %. This is due to the fact that all samples have

same microstructure, same surface oxide and particularly

that all tests are performed in thermally controlled chamber

(air or liquid) isolated from the surrounding environment.

The fact that number of cycles till failure is lower in the

biofluid than in the air turned our attention towards the

surface Ti02 oxide, as already explained in the introduc-

tion. We started to doubt whether the evolution of the bulk

microstructure, which is responsible for drift of the cyclic

stress–strain curve upon cycling (Fig. 3c), has a decisive

impact on the fatigue lifetime of NiTi wires cycled in

biofluid. In other words, we started to suspect that the

fatigue damage originates from the mechanochemical

processes at the wire surface, as common for the environ-

mentally assisted fatigue. Hence, we decided to monitor the

accumulation of the surface damage during tensile cycling

by employing the in situ OCP method.

OCP Kinetics Tests on Strained NiTi Wires

Before the in situ OCP cyclic experiments, kinetics in situ

OCP experiments on virgin a deformed NiTi wires were

performed with the aim to obtain basic information on the

kinetics of the damage and passivation processes on the

surface of the immersed wire as follows. The NiTi wire

was immersed into the simulated biofluid, connected into

the electrochemical circuit as the working electrode against

the reference electrode and evolution of the OCP in time

was recorded (Fig. 4). The OCP gradually increases in time

as the passivation processes take place. After 3600 s, the

wire was deformed using a defined strain rate up to a preset

value of tensile strain and kept under constrained length for

another 3600 s. The OCP was continuously recorded

together with force, elongation, and temperature. Finally,

the wire was unloaded using the same strain rate, while

OCP, force, elongation, and temperature were recorded for

another 3600 s again. Figure 4a shows, as an example,

results of a test performed by deforming the wire using

strain rate 1 % s-1 up to the middle of the superelastic

plateau (3 % strain). Detailed evolution of the strain, stress,

and OCP recorded during the loading and unloading events

is shown in Fig. 4b and c, respectively. After the wire is

deformed, a part of it exists in the shear band (Fig. 1) and

the rest exists in elastically loaded austenite phase. The

surface of the strained wire is thus covered partly by the

cracked oxide and partly by the strained oxide layer. In a

response to the straining, the OCP instantaneously

decreases when the martensitic transformation starts

(Fig. 4b) but quickly reaches a minimum and starts to

increase even before the preset strain 3 % is reached. It is

assumed that the OCP decreases due to the damage caused

by the tensile deformation to the surface oxide (nucleation

of a shear band and cracking of the surface oxide layer on

top of it) and increases due to the passivation processes

occurring as a response to the damage of the oxide layer.

After 3600 s, the in situ recorded OCP reaches the pre-

deformation value (Fig. 4a). The OCP decreases also upon

unloading (Fig. 4c) when reverse transformation starts but

much less than during forward loading and the pre-event

OCP value is restored in just few seconds.

In order to better understand the kinetics of the passi-

vation processes, experiments were performed using

Fig. 3 Superelastic fatigue test of NiTi wire in tension (strain

rate = 1 % s-1, simulated biofluid, air, T = 37 �C): a stress–strain

response in 1st, 50th, 100th, and last tensile cycle in the liquid,

b evolution of the residual strain, eres and transformation stress, rF at
4 % strain upon cycling in air and in liquid, c stress–strain response in
1st, 50th, 100th, and last tensile cycle in air
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different maximum strains and two different strain rates 1

and 180 % s-1. The results are presented in Figs. 5, 6, 7,

and 8. Figure 5 provides an overview on all kinetics

experiments. One can see that there is a qualitative dif-

ference between the OCP responses recorded in kinetics

tests with the maximum strain in the elastic range (0.8 %)

and in tests with larger strains (1.5–3 %). The OCP

decreases in response to straining already in the elastic

range but, when the surface oxide fractures in tests with

larger strains, there is a deep OCP minimum at the moment

of the deformation. Figures 6 and 7 show the evolution of

the OCP together with the evolution of stress and strain in

detail. If the maximum applied strain remains within the

elastic range (Fig. 6a), the OCP decrease is small and the

passivation is negligible and very slow. If the applied strain

is larger within the transformation range, the instant OCP

decrease is large and is followed by fast passivation giving

rise to the deep OCP minimum. The OCP, however, starts

to fall before the martensitic transformation starts (before

the shear band nucleates). The passivation is assumed to

start right when the shear band nucleates and hence mas-

sively proceeds already during the straining in the slow

strain rate tests (Fig. 6c, d). The OCP minimum on the

kinetics curve reaches *-450 mV and seems not to

depend much on the maximum strain at larger applied

strains. This was somehow surprising since the area of the

damaged surface evidently increases with the increasing

maximum strain. It motivated us to perform similar

experiments with higher strain rate 180 % s-1 to arrive

closer to the real OCP minimum. The results (Figs. 5b, 7,

8) are, however, rather similar. The OCP minimum is

indeed much deeper *-600 mV (Figs. 5d, 7d) but it is

still observed before the end of loading and still does not

depend much on the maximum strain at larger strains. The

pronounced stress relaxation after the end of the tensile

loading (Fig. 7c, d) is due to the more pronounced latent

heat effects at higher strain rate. Figure 8 shows that the

drop of the OCP minimum is clearly related with the onset

of stress-induced martensitic transformation and how it

varies with the applied strain.

Regardless of the applied strain, the OCP of the

deformed wire increases in the long run (*3600 s) up to

starting level in all kinetics tests, similarly as shown in

Fig. 4a. It shall be noted that, except the lowest applied

strains, the NiTi wire is exposed to the liquid in partially

martensitic state with the surface oxide cracks opened. The

surface oxide is yet virgin (uncracked) in the rest of the

wire, though homogeneously strained to about 1 % due to

the external stress applied in the kinetics test. Please note

that, as a consequence of the strain localization in shear

bands, the oxide cracks on top of the shear band are kept in

opened state by the surface strain *7 %, regardless of the

actual magnitude of the applied strain.

As the experimentally measured evolution of the OCP is

an integral value from the whole wire, modeling has to be

employed to interpret the meaning of the in situ OCP

experimental data in view of the actual processes occurring

at the wire surface upon straining. This exceeds the scope

of this work. Here, the aim was mainly to overview what

kind of in situ OCP information can be obtained from the

kinetics tests.

It was found that, by following the evolution of the OCP

of the wire subjected to straining, we can detect the

Fig. 4 OCP kinetics test. Evolution of the OCP on the NiTi wire

deformed to 3 % strain and unloaded (strain rate = 1 % s-1,

simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C): a overview of the test, detail of the

time evolution of the strain, stress, and OCP when the wire is

deformed (b), and unloaded (c). Dashed lines show the austenite and

martensite elastic strain limits
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mechanically induced damage to the surface layer as well

as the progress of the subsequent chemical reactions. The

chemical reactions proceed extremely fast once the surface

oxide damage occurs and continue to proceed with grad-

ually slowing down rate. Studying their kinetics in detail is

essential for cyclic superelastic fatigue of NiTi wires, since

the progress of the periodical surface oxide damage and

passivation during tensile cycling cannot be understood

without understanding the kinetics of the mechanically

triggered chemical reactions.

In Situ OCP Experiments During Cyclic Tensile

Loading

With this knowledge from kinetics tests, let us proceed to

the in situ OCP studies of NiTi wire subjected to tensile

cycling, where the damage and passivation processes occur

periodically. The key point is that superelastic strains as

large as 8 % are reversible in cyclic tensile tests and the

same of course is the case for surface strains. This means

that reversible surface strains as large as 8 % occur

repeatedly during the cyclic tensile test. Not only the oxide

layer fractures but also the subsurface layer of the NiTi

matrix is periodically stressed, strained, and martensitically

transformed from the austenite to martensite. All this

potentially affects the mechanochemical processes at the

wire surface.

Due to the nonlinear hysteretic character of the

superelastic stress–strain response of NiTi, we make a

distinction between the elastic deformation in austenite

state at small strains (De\ 1 %, ‘‘Cyclic Loading in

Austenite Elastic Range’’ section), and superelastic defor-

mation at larger strains (De = 1–7 %, ‘‘Superelastic

Cycling Involving Stress Induced Martensitic Transfor-

mation’’ section). Further on, we investigate the effect of

strain rate, mean strain, strain amplitude, and temperature

on fatigue performance. Let us, finally, note that the in situ

OCP method is noninvasive in electrochemical sense.

Cyclic Loading in Austenite Elastic Range

As observed already in the kinetics experiments, OCP

slightly decreases upon loading in austenite elastic range

(Figs. 6a, 7a, b), where no shear band and hence no surface

oxide cracking takes place. Recall that almost no OCP

increase (passivation) was observed in tests with lowest

Fig. 5 Summary of OCP kinetics tests. Evolution of the OCP on NiTi wires deformed to various tensile strains 0.8, 1.5, 3, and 7 % using strain

rate = 1 % s-1 (a, c), and 180 % s-1 (b, d) (simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C)
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applied strains. Figure 9 shows results of in situ OCP

measurement during the cyclic loading of the NiTi wire in

austenite state (Fig. 9a, b) (no oxide cracking in the first

cycle assumed) and tungsten wire (Fig. 9c, d) for com-

parison. It can be seen that the OCP at first decreases in the

first 30 cycles (NiTi) or 70 cycles (tungsten) and slightly

increases (NiTi) or remains nearly constant (tungsten) upon

cycling in later stages.

There are significant differences between the OCP

responses of NiTi and tungsten. Neglecting the very dif-

ferent OCP values for both wires, which is most likely due

to different surface oxides and different electrochemical

reactions, main difference is that the NiTi shows much

larger OCP variation during single cycle. Since the damage

prevails over passivation in the first 30 cycles, the OCP

gradually decreases upon cycling. Later on, however, the

situation reverses and OCP gradually increases.

Superelastic Cycling Involving Stress-Induced Martensitic

Transformation

Figure 10 shows in situ OCP response during the first cycle

of the complete cyclic superelastic test. As the wire deforms

in the first cycle, the OCP at first drops at around 1 % strain

to the value as low as-450 mVdue to the oxide cracking but

increases back up to -300 mV (Fig. 10c) in the rest of the

first tensile cycle due to the massive passivation occurring

simultaneously with the propagation of the shear band. Upon

further cycling, the OCP varies periodically with passivation

prevailing over the damage so that the OCP gradually

increases with the increasing number of cycles.

It is essential to realize that the amplitude of the cyclic

variation of the OCP is much larger during the superelastic

cycling (*30 mV) compared to the elastic cycling (*2 mV).

This reflects the fact that both the damage and subsequent

passivation are much stronger in the complete superelastic

cycling. Looking at the stabilized OCP response within single

tensile cyclemore closely (Fig. 11a), we find out that it is very

well defined, reproducible, and changed very little from cycle

to cycle.Only in the very last cycles prior the fracture, theOCP

starts to gradually decrease as Fig. 11b shows.

It shall be pointed out that, although the OCP value

gradually increases upon cycling, the average value of the

cycled wire remains low (\-200 mV) compared to that of

the static NiTi wire (*-50 mV). The superelastically

cycled NiTi wire in simulated biofluid is thus exposed for

most of the lifetime to much more negative electrochemi-

cal potential than the static or elastically cycled NiTi wire.

Fig. 6 OCP kinetics test, slow straining. Evolution of the strain, stress, and OCP at the onset of the kinetics tests (strain rate = 1 % s-1,

simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C) for applied strains 1, 1.7, 2.9, and 6.9 %. Dashed lines show the austenite elastic strain limit
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Effect of Strain Rate Since the passivation of the damaged

surface is a time-dependent process, we performed dedicated

tests to find out how the OCP evolves with number of cycles

at different strain rates (Fig. 12) and how the stabilized OCP

response (Fig. 13) looks like in these tests. In order to assess

the evolution of the OCP during the fatigue lifetime, we plot

the ‘‘mean OCP’’ value recorded at the strain e = 0 in

dependence on the number of cycles till fracture in Fig. 12.

To show the OCP evolution at the beginning as well as at the

end of tests, the overall mean OCP evolution during the

fatigue lifetime is plotted in linear scale (Fig. 12a) as well as

in logarithmic scale (Fig. 12b). Three tests were performed

with each strain rate to achieveminimum statistics necessary

to assess the effect of strain rate on the number of cycles till

failure. Clearly, themaximumOCP level OCPMAX as well as

the number of cycles till failure NF decreases with the

increasing strain rate (Fig. 12c). On the other hand, trans-

formation stress (Fig. 12d) increases with the increasing

strain rate too. Figure 13 shows that the OCP varying during

single superelastic cycle in the stabilized regime (100th

cycle) decreases from-150 mV at the rate 0.5 % s-1 down

to -275 mV at the rate 10 % s-1. The character of the

OCP variation during the single superelastic cycle seems to

be rather flat and rate independent.

These results suggest that the passivation of the surface

damage is less effective when the cyclic test is carried out

with higher strain rate. It might have an impact on the

number of cycles till failure, on the other hand, the higher

transformation stress at higher strain rates might affect the

fatigue performance of the wire as well.

Fig. 7 OCP kinetics test, fast straining. Evolution of the strain, stress, and OCP at the onset of the kinetics tests (strain rate = 180 % s-1,

simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C) for applied strains 0.8, 1.2, 2.9, and 6.9 %. Dashed lines show the austenite elastic strain limit

Fig. 8 Dependence of the minimum of the OCP on the applied strain

observed in kinetics tests using strain rate 180 % s-1 (Figs. 5, 7).

Superimposed is superelastic stress–strain curve (strain rate = 3 % s-1,

simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C)
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Effects of Mean Strain and Strain Amplitude Strain

localization in shear bands represents a major problem for

fatigue studies on NiTi wire in tension. Once the stress-in-

duced martensitic transformation starts and shear band

front(s) move during the cyclic tensile test, the strain on the

wire surface approaches 7 % even if the imposed strain

amplitude is as small as 1 %. Figure 14 compares the results

of three tests performed with small strain amplitude 0.5 % at

three different mean strains—in austenite state (0.5 %), in

the mid of the transformation range (4 %), and in the

martensite state (7.5 %). The shear band front does not exist

in 0.5 and 7.5 % cases. It exists but almost does not move

during the cycle in case of the 4 %mean strain test. It is found

that the OCP recorded in 100th cycle increases with the

increasing mean strain (Fig. 14b). Note, however, the OCP

evolution upon cycling for different mean strains (Fig. 14c).

It is qualitatively different for the three individual cases. The

passivation of the surface damage proceeds very differently

during the elastic loading in the austenite state and stress-

induced martensite state. We did not wait for the OCP to

increase after stretching the wire to 7.5 % strain for the first

time. If we would do that, the sharp OCP minimum on the

corresponding curve in Fig. 14c would not most likely exist.

The number of cycles till failure is largest

(NF = 16,000) when the test is performed at largest mean

strain 7.5 % in the martensite state and smallest

(NF = 1050) for the mean strain in the transformation

range at 4 %. This is very surprising taking into account

that the stress applied during the tensile cycling in the

martensitic state is by far highest (Fig. 14b). These tests

were performed 3 times and the results are very well

reproducible. The fatigue performance of the wire fatigued

at the mean strain 4 %, where the shear band front moves,

is worst.

Figure 15 compares the results of the three tests per-

formed using the same mean strain 4 % and three different

strain amplitudes 1, 2, and 4 %. In contrast to the tests in

Fig. 14, the shear band fronts move during the tensile

cycling in all these tests. Note that due to the strain

localization the surface strain varies from 1 to 7 % as the

shear band front moves upon cycling. It is found that the

OCP at 100th cycle decreases with the increasing strain

amplitude (Fig. 15b). The tests were again performed 3

times and the results are very well reproducible. The fati-

gue performance surprisingly improves with the increasing

strain amplitude (Fig. 15c).

Fig. 9 Cyclic tensile test on NiTi (a, b) and Tungsten wire (c, d) in
elastic range (mean strain = 0.4 %, strain amplitude = 0.4 %, strain

rate = 1 % s-1, simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C). Stress and OCP are

plot in dependence on the strain (a, c) and time (b, d). Dashed lines in

b and d denote the end of the first loading–unloading cycle
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Effect of Temperature Since the temperature of the liquid

may affect the passivation of the damaged surface as well as

the fatigue lifetime, we performed experiments at different

temperatures 27, 37, 40, and 50 �C (Fig. 16). Three tests

were performed to achieve minimum statistics necessary to

assess the effect of temperature on the number of cycles till

failure. The mean OCP evolution during the fatigue lifetime

is shown in linear scale (Fig. 16a) and logarithmic scale

(Fig. 16b). The OCP seems to be independent on the tem-

perature (Fig. 16c). What changes dramatically with the

temperature is the forward transformation stress (Fig. 16d)

and hysteresis width (Fig. 17). The pronounced effect of

increasing temperature on decreasing fatigue life (Fig. 16c)

might be due to the increase of transformation stress with

the increasing temperature.

Damage Accumulation, Strength, and Failure

All the results discussed so far seem to show that the OCP

evaluated upon tensile cycling gradually increases till the

fracture. However, looking closely at the evolution of the

OCP in the latest stages of the tests, it can be seen that the

OCP always reaches a maximum few tens (hundreds) of

cycles before the final fracture (Fig. 18b). The occurrence

of the OCP maximum on the OCP-N curve thus heralds the

upcoming fracture. It is assumed to be connected to the

accelerated growth of fatigue cracks into the bulk. The

phenomenon has been already exploited in the field to asses

fatigue lifetime of conventional metals [32]. Let us point

out that the continuously recorded stress–strain–electric

resistivity during the fatigue tests, reflecting the

microstructure evolution in the bulk, provides no warning

that the wire will break soon.

In view of this, the correlation of the OCP evolution

with the degradation of the strength of the cycled NiTi wire

was investigated (Fig. 18). When the OCP reached maxi-

mum (S1) or entered the decreasing stage beyond the

Fig. 10 Cyclic superelastic tensile test on NiTi wire (mean

strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %, strain rate = 1 % s-1, simu-

lated biofluid, T = 37 �C). Stress and OCP are plot in dependence on

the strain (a, b) and time (c). The 1600th cycle corresponds to the

maximum of the OCP (c). The dashed line in c denotes the end of the

first loading–unloading cycle

Fig. 11 Evolution of the stress and OCP response in the 100th

superelastic cycle (a) and in the last cycles before fracture (b) in the

superelastic test in Fig. 10 (mean strain = 4 %, strain ampli-

tude = 4 %, strain rate = 1 % s-1, simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C)
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maximum (S2, S3), the cyclic tests were stopped and the

wires were loaded in tension up to the fracture. It was

found that the strength did not change with the increasing

number of cycles for most of the fatigue lifetime. After the

OCP approached the maximum, the strength decreased

rapidly (Fig. 18a, c). This shows that the OCP decreasing

after reaching the maximum correlates with the rapid

deterioration of the strength of the wire.

In order to confirm that the OCP maximum indeed

corresponds to the accumulating surface damage, we have

investigated the surface of the wire cycled till the satura-

tion by SEM (Figs. 19, 20). As mentioned earlier, the oxide

cracks had to be observed on a wire stretched in tension

since they close and effectively disappear upon unloading.

See the same place on the wire surface observed under

stress and stress free in Fig. 20. The minor cracks are

homogeneously distributed over the wire surface, oriented

perpendicularly to the tensile load axis and mutually sep-

arated by *500 nm (Figs. 19, 20). Compared to the first

cycle (Fig. 1), in addition to the small cracks which remain

similar, there are also few longer and wider cracks that

newly appeared during the cyclic loading. These longer

cracks are about 10 lm long and 1 lm wide and always

nucleate at the inclusions and notches (Fig. 19).

This confirms that the accelerated growth of fatigue

cracks into the NiTi matrix is indeed related to the OCP

decrease. The OCP is very sensitive to the surface damage.

Because of that, it heralds the upcoming wire fracture even

if the stress–strain–electrical resistance response fails in

that respect.

No detachment of the oxide layer, oxide flaking, or any

other oxide damage induced by tensile cycling was ever

observed.

An appealing question was whether the tiny oxide

cracks serve as nucleation sites for fatigue cracks growing

later upon cycling into the NiTi matrix. To find an answer,

FIB cross sections perpendicularly to the larger cracks

were observed by SEM (Fig. 20c–e). A dense array of short

matrix cracks (typically 100–300 nm long and *500 nm

separated) was observed on the cross sections right under

the surface oxide layer. Major cracks growing several

microns deep into the NiTi bulk were observed underneath

the major surface cracks. A one-to-one correlation between

the tiny oxide cracks and short matrix cracks was clearly

confirmed (Fig. 22). The cracks were also studied in detail

by 3D reconstruction technique by automated FIB milling

combined with SE scanning. The results will be reported

separately.

Fig. 12 Strain rate effect on fatigue. Evolution of OCP recorded at

strain e = 0 during the tensile cycling using various strain rates 0.5, 1,

3, and 10 % s-1 (simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C). Evolution of the

OCP with number of cycles is shown in linear (a) and logarithmic

(b) scales. Strain rate dependences of the minimum OCPMIN and

maximum OCPMAX values and number of cycles till failure NF are

presented in c. Evolution of the forward transformation stress with

number of cycles is shown in d
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Discussion

Corrosion properties of NiTi immersed in biofluids have

been studied since the very beginning of the development

of superelastic technologies. Overwhelming literature evi-

dence supports the view that carefully engineered Ti02
surface oxide layer provides excellent protection to static

NiTi implants immersed in biofluids [18–20] and reason-

able protection to NiTi implants deforming elastically in

biofluids [12, 19]. The results presented above suggest that

the situation might be very different in case of NiTi

implants that deform superelastically in body fluids.

Cracked Ti02 Oxide

When NiTi deforms superelastically in liquids, the ceramic

oxide layer on its surface cannot withstand the large

superelastic strain accompanying propagation of the shear

band and fractures in the very first tensile cycle (Fig. 1).

Following that, the surface oxide contains array of regu-

larly spaced nanocracks arranged perpendicularly to the

wire axis. The surface of superelastically cycled NiTi wire

is thus covered not by the surface oxide but by the

‘‘cracked surface oxide.’’ The density (separation) of the

oxide cracks is assumed to correlate with the plateau strain,

though no specific investigations were carried out.

When shear band transformation proceeds in the cyclic

superelastic tensile test, the surface deformation changes

periodically from *1 to *7 % at the moving shear band

front. The damage of the already cracked surface oxide

layer upon cycling is assumed to be limited to the existing

oxide cracks. The stress in the oxide areas among the

existing cracks is expected to be lower than it was at the

peak elastic stress in the first cycle, which is why it does

not fracture anymore upon tensile cycling and why the

small cracks (length, density) look similar after the 1st

cycle and 1500th cycle. The damage introduced into the

surface in each superelastic cycle is thus assumed to be

localized into the tips of the existing oxide cracks.

Film rupture problems related with corrosion of strained

metals have been thoroughly studied in the past, particu-

larly to the aqueous stress corrosion cracking of reactor

steels. The models developed in the literature deal with

film rupture accelerated corrosion [30] of deforming met-

als. They assume that straining creates electrochemically

active surface simply by exposing fresh metal surface to

the corrosive liquid. The current density of a partially

activated surface (scales with the corrosion rate) is

expressed as a product of the current density of the active

surface and the activated area fraction A*. The rate of

change of A* has been introduced [30] in a differential

form (Eq. 4) as being due to the surface passivation rate

Fig. 13 Evolution of the stress and OCP response in the 100th superelastic cycle from cyclic tensile tests (Fig. 12) performed using strain rates

a 0.5 % s-1, b 1 % s-1, c 3 % s-1, and d 10 % s-1 (mean strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %, simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C)
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due to either dissolution of active sites or growth of a

protective film (left side term) acting against the strain-

induced (de/dt) surface activation rate (right side term). It is

assumed that rate with which the active surface fraction is

passivated is proportional to the current area of active

surface (k* is the reference surface passivation rate).

0\ c\ 1 is the active surface area fraction per unit

strain—a constant that quantifies strain-based surface

activation rate.

dA�
dt

¼ dA�
dt

� �

e

þ dA�
de

� �

t

de
dt

¼ �k � A � þ ð1� A�Þc de
dt

ð4Þ

Although, the actual chemical reactions occurring at the

fresh surface of reactor steel and NiTi are different, similar

approach is currently being developed for environmental fati-

gue of NiTi, taking into account the strain reversibility—i.e.,

that the activated area fraction A* is up to some extent rever-

sible upon unloading. The results will be reported separately.

Fig. 14 Effect of the mean strain on fatigue. Evolution of stress and

OCP during the tensile cycling with mean strains 0.5, 3, and 7.5 %.

(strain amplitude 0.5 %, strain rate = 3 % s-1, simulated biofluid,

T = 37 �C). a Stress–strain curves in the 1th cycle, b partial stress–

strain and OCP-strain curves in the 100th cycle (the complete

superelastic curve in 100th cycle is shown for comparison), c evolu-

tion of the OCP at strain e = 0 upon tensile cycling

Fig. 15 Effect of the strain amplitude on fatigue. Evolution of the

stress and OCP during the tensile cycling using strain amplitudes 1, 2,

and 4 % (mean strain = 4 %, strain rate = 3 % s-1, simulated

biofluid, T = 37 �C). a Stress–strain curves in the 1th cycle, b partial

stress–strain and OCP-strain curves in the 100th cycle, c evolution of

the OCP at strain e = 0 upon tensile cycling
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Mechanochemical Reactions at the NiTi Surface

As introduced in ‘‘Experimental Methods’’ section, chem-

ical reactions yielding electrons (Eq. 1) and atomic

hydrogen (Eq. 2) proceed when NiTi wire is immersed into

the simulated biofluid. Electrochemical quasiequilibrium

characterized by the Open Circuit Potential is established

after a period of time. The OCP experimentally measured

in experiments reflects the kinetics of both half-cell reac-

tions for given state of the surface—i.e., it corresponds to

minimum current density in Potentiodynamic test shown in

Fig. 21a. Since the NiTi is protected by TiO2 oxide layer

(passivated), the activity of these reactions on static NiTi

implant immersed in biofluids is very limited (Fig. 21b),

which gives rise to excellent corrosion resistance of the

static NiTi [18].

In reality, the TiO2 surface oxide is never ideal, there are

inhomogeneities, notches, inclusions, etc., where the

chemical reactions do proceed and hence the OCP is dif-

ferent from zero. Since the negative potentials prevail in

case of the NiTi, cathodic current dominates the cell cur-

rent and hence OCP levels typically approach slightly

negative values (*-50 mV in case of heat-treated NiTi

with thicker oxide (Fig. 21b) and *-200 mV in case of

mechanically polished NiTi wire with thinner oxide). Note

that there is an anomaly on the Potentiodynamic polar-

ization curve of the oxide-free wire around 0 mV

(Fig. 21a). This is assumed to be due to the massive oxi-

dation reaction taking place upon increasing the potential

in the test on the mechanically polished wire in which the

reactions are controlled by the externally applied potential.

The stable electrochemical situation at the passivated

surface of the NiTi wire immersed for about an hour ch-

anges dramatically when the surface oxide is mechanically

damaged by loading the wire and the electrolyte comes

into contact with the bare NiTi surface. Even slightest

deformation of the metal may introduce nanocracks into

the brittle surface oxide which instantaneously affects the

chemical reactions (Eqs. 1, 2), particularly, the anodic

reaction (Eq. 1) massively releases free electrons into the

NiTi metal and shifts the potential of the NiTi alloy to

more negative values in response to the damage. The

electrochemical cell reacts by instantaneous change of the

OCP potential to more negative values. The negative

Fig. 16 Effect of temperature on fatigue. Evolution of the OCP

recorded at strain e = 0 during the tensile cycling at temperatures

T = 27, 37, 40, 50 �C (mean strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %,

strain rate = 0.5 % s-1, simulated biofluid). Evolution of the OCP

recorded at strain e = 0 during tensile cycling is shown in linear

(a) and logarithmic (b) scale. Temperature dependences of the

minimum OCPMIN and maximum OCPMAX values and number of

cycles till failure NF are shown in c. Evolution of the forward

transformation stress at 4 % strain with number of cycles is shown

in d
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potential in turn slows down the anodic reaction and speeds

up the cathodic reaction (passivation), which is the

reduction of hydrogen ions H? giving rise to atomic

hydrogen. As a result, the OCP increases back to the more

positive (noble) values.

This would be the general scenario. NiTi, however, is

somehow special. Separately, both Ni and Ti have different

electrochemical behaviors. According to the nobility clas-

sification of metals [33], Ni is more noble than Ti

(Fig. 21a). However, equiatomic NiTi alloy, similarly as

Ti, forms protective titanium oxides (Fig. 21b) which

provide these metals with excellent protective passivation

ability in contact with aggressive environments. In chem-

ical terms, titanium is passivated by galvanic coupling with

nickel. If cathode (Ti) and anode (Ni) area ratio is 1:1,

exchange current dramatically decreases. The mixed

potential of the Ni–Ti galvanic couple is thus even more

noble than that of the Ti (Fig. 21a). Hence, NiTi alloys

immersed in liquid environments with the concentration of

H? are even more easily passivable than the unalloyed Ti

and belong, because of this, among the noblest metals.

In acid solutions, the reaction governing the hydrogen

evolution is given be Eq. 5. The initial step is the discharging

process of the hydrated proton existing in the electrolyte.

This reaction ismore active at the excess electron region than

at the deficient electron region on the electrode surface

(Fig. 22). In other words, electronegative Ni sites are more

favorable than electropositive Ti sites for the cathodic dis-

charging reaction and, consequently, nickel saturates tita-

nium by cathodic current necessary for efficient oxidation.

Recall that the oxidation affected Ni-rich subsurface lattice

might be chemically inhomogeneous on the nanoscale giving

rise to theNi andTi sites as suggested in Fig. 22.Nickel takes

over the reducing function from the titanium. This ‘‘Ni ? Ti

synergy’’ allows for extremely quick passivation (oxidation)

of the newly opened bare NiTi surface (Eq. 6). At the same

time, it leads to hydrogen overpotential and consequently to

the high degree of the irreversibility of the hydrogen evo-

lution via accelerated reaction (5).

2H3O
þ þ 2e� ! H2 þ 2H2O ð5Þ

Ti2þ þ 2H2O ! TiO2 þ 4Hþ þ 2e�: ð6Þ

As explained above, the principle of galvanic passivation

of NiTi is the cathodic reduction of hydrogen to a level sta-

bilized by the newly formed passive oxide film that is essen-

tially inert in the acid solutions. This newly formed surface

oxide is again damaged by the excessive deformation in the

next tensile cycle, the passivation proceeds via the oxidation

reaction (Eq. 6) until the damage area is again passivated and

this repeats cyclically. This newly formed passive film can be

imagined as a gel consisting of hydrated dioxide TiO2�H2O

Fig. 17 Evolution of the stabilized stress and OCP response of the NiTi wire in the 100th superelastic cycle from cyclic tensile tests (Fig. 16) at

temperatures: a T = 27 �C, b 37 �C, c 40 �C, d 50 �C (mean strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %, strain rate = 0.5 % s-1, simulated biofluid)
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that fills the opening/closing oxide cracks tips (Figs. 22, 23)

which can at least partially resist the repeated deformation.

Since theOCP is increasing upon tensile cycling,we conclude

that passivation ability of the hydrated dioxide gel gradually

increases during the fatigue test.

Hydrogen Uptake and Transport by the Cyclically

Deformed NiTi

Because of the high values of its diffusion coefficient,

hydrogen can relatively easily move through the NiTi

lattice even at 37 �C and just as easily be removed from it

[34]. As the diameter of a hydrogen atom is very small, it

occupies the interstitial sites at room temperature. As in

other titanium alloys, hydrogen in NiTi also tends to form

titanium hydrides [35]. Since the specific volume of tita-

nium hydride is larger compared to that of the NiTi lattice,

stress concentrations arise around it. NiTi can be hydro-

genated either by exposing it to hydrogen atmosphere at

high temperatures or by charging it electrolytically at room

temperature. Virgin TiO2 layer prevents hydrogen from

entering the NiTi from the electrolyte. When the surface

oxide fractures, NiTi can be hydrogenated electrolytically

even more easily. The hydrogen absorbed by the NiTi,

however, suppresses the martensitic transformation [36]. In

superelastically transforming NiTi, suppression of the

transformation inevitably leads to the increase of the local

stress, plasticity or possibly even to cracking. According to

the literature [37], the effect of absorbed interstitial

hydrogen on the kinetics of dislocation and transformation

processes is confined to a narrow temperature and strain

rate windows, outside of which, solute hydrogen can have

very different, even opposite effects.

Yokoyama and coworkers systematically investigated

embrittlement of hydrogenated NiTi (see [38–40] and ref-

erences there). They hydrogenated NiTi both by exposing it

to gaseous hydrogen at high temperatures and by

Fig. 18 Strength of the virgin and fatigued NiTi wires (mean

strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %, strain rate = 3 % s-1, simu-

lated biofluid, T = 37 �C). The fatigue tests were stopped when the

in situ evaluated OCP reached its maximum OCPMAX (S1) or even

later when it was already decreasing (S2,S3), as suggested in a,b. The

wires were subsequently deformed till fracture to evaluate their

strength (c)

Fig. 19 SEM observation of the surface oxide cracks on the NiTi

wire fatigued till N = 1500 cycles (OCPMAX) in superelastic test

(mean strain = 4 %, strain amplitude = 4 %, strain rate = 3 % s-1,

simulated biofluid, T = 37 �C). The wire was kept in the elongated

state during the SEM observation. While the small oxide cracks

(detail in the inset) which are homogeneously dispersed over the wire

surface cannot be seen in low magnification, the longer/wider oxide

cracks appearing preferentially at inclusions and/or notches are

clearly visible
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the electrolytic route to find out that the adsorbed hydrogen

brings about severe decrease of the strength [37, 38] and

leads to brittle fracture [38, 41]. Particularly, they claimed

that the hydrogen adsorption rate is much faster, when the

NiTi is electrolytically hydrogenated while it transforms

during cyclic mechanical loads [40], compared to the cases

when it is stress free, under constant stress or cyclically

loaded in elastic range.

Although the actual mechanism of the hydrogen

embrittlement of NiTi needs to be investigated further,

there should be no doubt that both the suppression of the

martensitic transformation [36] and the formation of Ti

Fig. 20 SEM observation of

the oxide cracks on the NiTi

wire fatigued till N = 1500

cycles in superelastic test (mean

strain = 4 %, strain

amplitude = 4 %, strain

rate = 3 % s-1, simulated

biofluid, T = 37 �C). Same

place on the wire surface (f) is
observed while keeping the wire

in the shear band by the applied

stress (a) and after unloading

(b). Note that the closed surface

oxide cracks in unloaded state

(b) can be hardly resolved by

SEM. The longer/wider cracks

propagating deep into the NiTi

matrix are clearly seen on FIBed

wire cross sections (c) cut in
places denoted on the surface

perpendicularly to the cracks.

Crack 1 (e) which nucleated at

an inclusion extends deeper into

the NiTi matrix than crack 2

(d) which nucleated at the notch
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hydrides [35] would lead to the acceleration of the crack

growth and promotion of brittle fracture of superelastically

cycled NiTi. However, this is the case for the intentionally

hydrogenated NiTi. The hydrogen-free NiTi immersed in

biofluids should be perfectly safe from the hydrogen

embrittlement, as generally argued in the literature [18–20,

42].

At the same time, when the NiTi wire is exposed to the

biofluid for a long time, as is the case of medical implants,

it is possible that the corrosive chemical processes pro-

ceeding for a long time may decrease the strength of the

NiTi wire. Inspection of the fractured wire segments from

explanted esophageal NiTi stents reported in the litera-

ture [16, 17] confirm significant corrosion damage. This

apparently supported the widespread view within the

community that corrosion has to be taken seriously as the

possible origin of the apparently random NiTi fractures.

We have performed a series of long-time immersion tests,

in which this NiTi wire was exposed to various simulated

biofluids in virgin state as well as in deformed state (wire

was wound around 2 mm plastic bar) for up to 72 days. No

effect of the long-time immersion on strength and func-

tional properties of the NiTi wire was found at all. This

excluded possible effect of the chemical attack during the

long-term corrosion on the strength even for immersed

NiTi wire, including the wire with cracked surface oxide

and stress-induced martensite in the subsurface matrix.

As introduced in the section ‘‘Mechanochemical reac-

tions at the NiTi surface,’’ hydrogen is produced by the

mechanically driven chemical reactions (5, 6) triggered by

Fig. 21 Potentiodynamic polarization curves of a NiTi (TiO2 oxide

layer *10 nm), nickel and titanium wires, b heat-treated NiTi wire

(TiO2 oxide layer *70 nm) used in present experiments and a

mechanically polished NiTi wire (TiO2 oxide layer *10 nm). Eb

denotes breakdown potential. Ecorr corrosion potential, Epp

passivation potential, Ec critical potential, Ic critical current. The

dashed lines are slopes of potentiodynamic polarization curves

approaching the minimum electric current. They meet at the open

circuit potential characterizing the surface quality of the virgin NiTi

wire

Fig. 22 Schematic drawing describing mechanically driven chemical

reactions at the tip of the crack propagating into the NiTi matrix

underneath the TiO2 oxide cracks opening/closing during the cyclic

tensile deformation. The TiO2�H2O gel created by the reactions at the

newly open bare NiTi surface is suggested by yellow color. The

hydrogen created by the reactions becomes adsorbed by the NiTi

matrix, transported into NiTi bulk (brighter area) via diffusion

enhanced by the interfaces and dislocations moving during the phase

transformation. The hydrogen locally suppresses martensitic trans-

formation temperature, concentrates in traps, and possibly forms

titanium hydride in affected areas. All oxide cracks gradually grow

into the NiTi matrix upon cycling (upper right figure). Major matrix

cracks cut through or grow around the inclusions (same wire as in

Fig. 20) (Color figure online)
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the electrolyte coming into contact with the bare NiTi

within the oxide cracks as suggested in Fig. 22. The oxide/

NiTi matrix interface was investigated by atomistic mod-

eling in Ref. [43]. An interesting structural relaxation

giving rise to a columnar structure in which alternating

long and short Ni–Ti bonds are present in each surface and

subsurface plane is reported. A thermodynamic analysis

suggested that the most stable interface structure is that

with Ti vacancies in the NiTi surface. This is in perfect

agreement with frequent literature evidence [14, 18] for Ni-

rich layer in the subsurface NiTi matrix.

Such oxide/alloy interface structure would be relatively

open for hydrogen adsorption. The solubility of hydrogen

in liquids is greater at low temperatures [44]. Both

adsorption and dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen

accompanying the crack growth suggested in Fig. 22

depend on hydrogen charging conditions, temperature, and

mechanical loading, which cannot be understood without

performing dedicated experiments.

The mechanically driven chemical reactions (5, 6), how-

ever, can only lead to the hydrogen embrittlement, if suffi-

cient amount of hydrogen is generated at the surface and if

this hydrogen diffuses into the bulk at the 37 �C temperature.

Due to the strong potential dependence, extreme hydrogen

concentrations can be accommodated just underneath

the surface [45]. Concerning the hydrogen diffusion in the

NiTi matrix, martensitic phase transformation makes the

assessment complicated. It is well known that atomic

hydrogen in metals tends to be concentrated in the so-called

‘‘hydrogen traps.’’Most of the structural inhomogeneities, as

grain boundaries or dislocations, act as hydrogen traps. The

hydrogen trapping might be reversible or irreversible,

depending on whether the trapped hydrogen is easily

released or tightly bounded. From this point of view, nano-

sized partially recrystallized microstructure of heavily cold-

worked medical grade NiTi wires [9] with its grain bound-

aries, defects, and internal stresses should absorb hydrogen

more easily than the fully annealed NiTi. Martensite with

internal twins and variant interfaces should be theoretically

even more open for hydrogen diffusion than the austenite

phase.

Additionally, the phase-transforming NiTi contains high

density of moving phase interfaces that generate slip dis-

locations during cyclic mechanical loadings [9, 10].

Assuming that the hydrogen diffuses along the core of the

dislocations within the moving interfaces [32], one can

imagine a very efficient hydrogen transport from the sur-

face to the bulk along the paths, where the interfaces

repeatedly move during the cyclic superelastic deforma-

tion. Such mechanism would explain the experimental

results of Yokoyama et al. [39, 40]. Considering that the

adsorbed hydrogen locally suppresses the martensitic

transformation [35, 41, 46], one can deduce that the local

internal stress necessary to drive martensitic transformation

Fig. 23 Schematic figure suggests accumulation of the fatigue damage during cyclic tensile loading of NiTi wire by applying small strain

amplitude in tests carried out using three different mean strains 0.5 % (top), 4 % (middle), and 7.5 % (bottom) (e.g., in Fig. 14)
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in the hydrogenated areas gradually increases with the

increasing hydrogen content. Eventually, the crystal lattice

might locally stop to deform superelastically, which would

accelerate propagation of cracks in the hydrogenated areas

(Fig. 22). Similarly hydrides and hydrogen traps would

benefit crack growth (Fig. 22 right).

Since the hydrogen is produced only during the short time

after the oxide damage event when the electrolyte reaches

the bare NiTi surface, it is evident that the surface oxide

damage must occur repeatedly in a cyclic manner in order to

assure sufficient hydrogen production. At the same time,

very efficient hydrogen transport to the bulk will be assured

by the periodically moving phase interfaces and disloca-

tions, as introduced above. Hydrogen transport by periodi-

cally moving interfaces and dislocations leads to enhanced

hydrogen concentrations at inhomogeneities as grain

boundaries or inclusions, where hydrogen traps form. Both

conditions are ideally fulfilled in parts of the wire, where

shear band fronts periodically move upon tensile cycling.

The periodical oxide damage is localized at the crack

tips (Figs. 1, 22, 23), while the uncracked oxide areas

among the cracks probably passivate continuously upon

cycling, equally as the areas unreached by the moving

shear band fronts. Because of this, the opening/closing

oxide cracks under the moving shear band fronts are

assumed to be the locations of preferential hydrogen pro-

duction, the matrix cracks are assumed to be initiated there

and this is where the wire ultimately fractures, when major

cracks develop and grow deep into the matrix.

Mechanochemical Reactions upon Cycling

Evidenced by the In Situ OCP

As the shear band front(s) move forward and back during the

cyclic superelastic tensile loading, the surface oxide cracks

open/close in a response to the surface strain varying from 1

to 7 %. While the strain increases, fresh new bare NiTi

surface becomes periodically exposed to the electrolyte

(Figs. 1, 20, 22, 23). The experimentally measured OCP

provides information about the chemical processes triggered

by the mechanical damage at the surface. Although the OCP

starts to decrease already in the elastic range before the shear

band is nucleated (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), major drop of the OCP

is related to shear band nucleation and consequent oxide

cracking. The NiTi surface, however, has intrinsic ability to

recover themechanically induced damage by the passivation

(chemical reaction 5) pushing the OCP to higher values and

restoring thus the electrochemical equilibrium at the solid/

liquid interface. This scenariowas deduced from the analysis

of the results of the kinetics tests (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). When

the wire was deformed till elastic strains only, the surface

oxide was deformed elastically but not broken. OCP

decreased in response to the cyclic straining. This probably

introduced into the oxide layer a homogeneously distributed

damage but not the cracks. There was no sharp OCP mini-

mum since there was no subsequent passivation after the

damage (see kinetics tests in Figs. 6a, 7a). The existence of

theOCPminimumonOCP–time curves recorded in kinetics

tests up to larger applied strains is thus considered to be

related to the massive oxide cracking accompanying the

shear band nucleation. Once the surface oxide fractures and

the bare NiTi surface is suddenly exposed to the electrolyte,

OCP sharply fells but, at the same time, the passivation

reaction starts pushing the OCP up again. The increase of the

OCP [lasts only for *250 ms in the fast kinetics tests

(Fig. 7)] thus evidences themassive oxidation taking place at

the bare metal surface at the opened crack tips. When the

tensile deformation is imposed slowly (Fig. 6) in the kinetics

test, the situation is more complex due to the overlapping

kinetics of the reactions proceeding in various locations on

the nonhomogeneously deforming wire surface. The oxida-

tion reaction occurs already, while the wire is being

deformed and short time after that (*250 ms) (Fig. 6c, d).

Recall that the oxidation reaction is responsible for the hydro-

gen generation. The mechanically driven chemical reactions

thus effectively work as a kind of ‘‘pump supplying atomic

hydrogen to NiTi,’’ as introduced in ‘‘Mechanochemical reac-

tions at the NiTi surface’’ section.

Since the oxidation processes are inhomogeneously

distributed over the surface of the inhomogeneously

deforming wire, the OCP kinetics curves (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7)

can only be interpreted via dedicated modeling based on

the kinetics Eq. 4. The overlapping damage and passiva-

tion during the kinetics tests also rationalizes the experi-

mentally observed dependence of the value of the OCP

minimum on the imposed strain and strain rate (Fig. 8).

The results of the modeling of the kinetics tests are going to

be reported in a separate article.

Selected results concerning cyclic elastic loading of the

NiTi wire in austenite state, where the surface damage is

supposed to be homogeneous, are shown in Fig. 9a, b.

Based on the gradual decrease of the OCP in the first 30

cycles (Fig. 9b), it can be deduced that the damage is

introduced into the oxide layer gradually (Fig. 23 top). The

OCP starts to increase when the passivation reaction pre-

vails over the damage. The NiTi wire exhibits much

stronger tendency for the passivation than the Tungsten

wire. Although this is very interesting, we will not pay

further attention to the cyclic loading of NiTi in the elastic

range, since this article focusses on the superelastic fatigue.

As introduced above, the essential problem for the

analysis of the OCP recorded during the superelastic

cycling is that the experimentally recorded evolution of the

OCP reflects the progress of mechanochemical reactions

integrated over the whole surface of the wire but the shear

band nucleation and propagation during the superelastic
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deformation are strongly localized in space and the shear

band front(s) move. The evolution of the OCP recorded

during the superelastic test (Figs. 10, 11) is thus very dif-

ferent from that observed in the elastic loading test where

the deformation is homogeneous. The OCP fells to a deep

minimum during the first forward tensile loading and then

gradually increases upon further cycling (Figs. 10c, 11a).

Since the experimentally measured OCP is an integrated

value over the whole wire surface, one cannot directly

deduce what happens at the propagating shear band front

(Fig. 1) from the experimentally recorded OCP–strain

response during a single cycle (Fig. 11a). Dedicated

modeling of the nonhomogeneous and time-dependent

damage and passivation is again needed. In particular, even

if we do not see any sharp OCP minimum on the OCP–

strain curve, we anticipate that the oxide damage followed

by passivation events (Eqs. 4, 5, 6) proceeds locally at the

propagating shear band front and that this repeats during

the tensile cycling. As the passivation reaction tends to

dominate over the damage from the second cycle, the

average OCP gradually increases upon cycling.

The surface of the NiTi wire subjected to superelastic

cycling is thus exposed to the periodical sequence of the

breakdown/passivation events. The essential point is that,

within the periodically opening/closing oxide cracks

(Fig. 23 middle), the bare NiTi matrix is repeatedly

exposed to the biofluid which triggers the chemical reac-

tions (Eqs. 5, 6) leading to hydrogen generation, as intro-

duced in ‘‘Mechanochemical reactions at the NiTi surface’’

section. To confirm this role of the hydrogen, we applied

negative electrochemical potential of *-700 mV during

the superelastic fatigue test. This promoted the activity of

the chemical reaction (5) which accelerated the hydrogen

generation upon the tensile cycling. As a result, the number

of cycles till failure was reduced to *600.

The Effect of Test Parameters on Fatigue

Performance

The results of the systematic investigation of the effect of

various test parameters (strain rate (Figs. 12, 13), mean

strain (Fig. 14), strain amplitude (Fig. 15), and temperature

[Figs. 16, 17)] on fatigue performance show that there is a

correlation between the in situ evaluated OCP and number

of cycles till failure. Some of the results as discussed below

are intriguing.

Very surprising is the fatigue performance of the

wire improving with the increasing mean strain (Fig. 14).

The number of cycles till failure in case of the 7.5 % mean

strain is about 15 times larger than for the mean strain 4 %

and this is very reproducible. How can it be? Recall that in

case of 0.5 % mean strain and 7.5 % mean strain, there are

no shear bands and the deformation is homogeneous. In case

of the 0.5 % mean strain, the wire is cycled in austenite

elastic range and the OCP decreases gradually upon cycling

(Fig. 14c). The damage is thus expected to prevail over

passivation till *30th cycle (Fig. 23 top), when the passi-

vation starts to prevail and OCP starts to increase. In case of

the mean strain 4 %, the situation is very different. The

shear band front(s) somewhere in the wire (Fig. 1) move

very little in response to the externally imposed small strain

amplitude, as can be deduced from the marginal stress

hysteresis observed in Fig. 14b. Although the damage is

localized into the very narrow region, where the shear band

front(s) move, it results in lower OCP recorded in the 100th

cycle (Fig. 14b). The highest OCP value observed in case of

the mean strain 7.5 % can be rationalized by assuming that

passivation reaction in the widely opened crack (Fig. 23

bottom) leads to accumulation of the TiO2 gel at the crack

tip and steady increase of the OCP upon cycling. The bare

NiTi surface is not directly exposed to the electrolyte in case

of the mean strain 7.5 %, as a result of which the generation

of hydrogen is minimal and fatigue performance dramati-

cally improves in spite of largest strain and stress.

In addition, the above introduced ‘‘hydrogen pump’’

works homogeneously over the wire surface and the sur-

face strain variations are rather small (\1 %) in case of the

mean strain 0.5 and 7.5 %. But in the case of the 4 % mean

strain, hydrogen generation concentrates into the surface

areas, where shear band front(s) move (Fig. 1) and the

local surface strain variations are large (*6 %). The

localized hydrogen generation at the moving shear band

front is much more effective since the strain is large. This

is the key argument explaining the shortest lifetime

observed in case of the 4 % mean strain. Second argument,

however, is the already mentioned fast hydrogen transport

by the moving interfaces which is obviously active only in

case of the 4 % mean strain. Even if the ‘‘hydrogen pump’’

would produce same amount of hydrogen per cycle for all

three mean strains, building upon this argument, the

hydrogen would be fastest adsorbed and transported into

the bulk in case of the 4 % mean strain. Due to the

hydrogen-induced loss of the strength, the number of

cycles till failure would be lowest in this case. Third

argument for the shortest lifetime of the wire cycled at the

4 % mean strain is based on the concentration of stress in

location where the shear band front intersects with the wire

surface. We have recently evaluated the topology of the

shear band front and stresses around it experimentally by

performing a unique 3D XRD experiment on thin NiTi

wire stretched in tension [47]. It shall be mentioned that the

increasing number of cycles till failure with the increasing

mean strain was already reported in the literature before,

e.g., by Pelton et al. [12], who performed fatigue tests on

stent-like V-shape specimens processed from Nitinol

microtubing. Since there are no shear bands in case of the
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V-shape samples, the observation of better fatigue perfor-

mance of NiTi at larger mean strains in the martensite state

in yet some other studies [2] might be of general relevance.

The increase of number of cycles till failure with the

increasing strain amplitude (Fig. 15) is even more curious.

Although this is ridiculous from the point of view of con-

ventional fatigue behaviors of metals, it is perfectly under-

standable in the context of the hydrogen embrittlement due to

mechanically driven chemical reactions on the surface ofNiTi

wire deforming via shear band front propagation. To break the

wire, there is no need to make it brittle everywhere along its

length, it is enough if this occurs in places where the shear

band front moves. The larger is the strain amplitude, the less

negative is theOCP (Fig. 15b),meaning that the passivation is

more effective. As the strain amplitude gets smaller, the

‘‘hydrogen pump’’ operates efficiently only in the part of the

surface swept periodically by the moving shear band front(s).

Since the OCP continuously increases in the rest of the wire

surface, the integralOCP eventually becomes least negative in

case of the smallest strain amplitude. Locally, however, in the

part of the wire regularly swept by the moving shear band

front(s), the mechanochemical reaction might work even

more efficiently at smaller strain amplitudes, since there is

little time left for the passivation. The second argument (the

hydrogen uptake by phase-transforming wire) and third

argument (the increased stress at the shear band front) pro-

posed in the previous paragraph would favor the increasing

fatigue lifetimewith the increasing strain amplitude aswell. It

comes out, that to assess the fatigue performance of supere-

lastic NiTi wire in cyclic tension, it is very useful to plot

fatigue limit in the mean strain–strain amplitude space, as

proposedbyPelton et al. [12].Wedid not do it sincewedid not

have enough data points.

The number of cycles till failure decreasing with the

increasing strain rate (Figs. 12, 13) is not common as well.

The effect is, however, relatively small. The decrease of

the OCP with the increasing strain rate (Figs. 12a, 13) is

evident. Since the passivation is a time-dependent process,

there is simply less time for it in tests performed with

higher strain rates. Whether this is directly related to the

decreasing number of cycles till failure or not is, however,

questionable. The strain rate also affects the superelastic

response (Fig. 13) and its evolution upon cycling

(Fig. 12d). The higher transformation stress at higher strain

rates most likely originates from the impact of the latent

heat effects on superelasticity [11] and fatigue performance

might worsen with the increasing stress (Fig. 12d).

Finally, the increasing temperature has negligible effect

on the in situ recorded OCP (Figs. 16, 17) suggesting that

the effect of temperature on the mechanochemical reac-

tions at the surface is marginal. The number of cycles till

failure, nevertheless, decreases with the increasing tem-

perature. The decrease of the fatigue lifetime with the

increasing temperature might be due to the transformation

stress increasing with the increasing temperature.

Damage Accumulation and Fracture

What is it actually the ‘‘damage’’ evidenced by the sharply

decreasing OCP? Neglecting the early elastic range, where

it could be related to the stresses in the surface oxide, the

damage consists mainly in the oxide cracking. Later, when

cracks appear at the surface and grow into the NiTi matrix,

the oxide gel at the crack tip is disrupted by the straining

and exposes the bare metal to the liquid again and

again (Figs. 22, 23). In this respect, major damage occurs

in the first superelastic cycle when the virgin oxide is firstly

broken into the cracked oxide layer with millions of

nanometer-sized cracks (Fig. 1).

The oxide cracks periodically open/close upon tensile

cycling (Figs. 19, 20) and the damage/passivation events

(Figs. 22, 23) are localized there. The SEM observation of

the small cracks on the surface showing one-to-one corre-

spondence with the small cracks observed on cross section of

the fatigued wire (Fig. 22) clearly supports that view. The

fact that the OCP increases during superelastic tests suggests

that the surface damage is in fact gradually ‘‘cured’’ in spite

of the cyclic mechanical loading. The real irreversible

damage, however, cannot be detected by the surface SEM

observations, since it consists in the local hydrogen embrit-

tlement of the NiTi matrix underneath the oxide cracks

enabled by the mechanochemical reactions, nucleation of

matrix cracks, and their growth in the embrittledNiTi lattice.

In addition, there are those major cracks appearing fre-

quently at inclusions and notches on the surface of the fati-

gued wire (Fig. 19), which penetrate several microns deep

into theNiTimatrix (Fig. 20). This can be readily understood

based on the fact that the hard elastic inclusions that cannot

deform together with the superelastic NiTi matrix act as

natural stress concentrators. On top of that, it is likely that the

hydrogen adsorption can be accelerated at the oxide or car-

bide inclusions on the surface (Fig. 19) and that the inclu-

sions thus act as a kind of ‘‘surface hydrogen traps.’’ This

would explain why major cracks, the propagation of which

leads to the fracture, are frequently connected to the surface

inclusions in view of the hereabout introduced mechanism.

In summary, the proposed mechanism for fatigue failure

of superelastically cycled NiTi wires in simulated biofluids

involves the following 8 steps:

1) fracture of the TiO2 surface layer by dense network

of thin oxide cracks,

2) periodical opening/closing of the oxide cracks

exposing the bare NiTi repeatedly to the electrolyte,

3) hydrogen generation by the mechanochemical reac-

tion (passivation) at the NiTi/liquid interface,
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4) uptake of the atomic hydrogen by the bare NiTi

surface,

5) transport of the hydrogen into bulk NiTi enhanced by

the periodically moving phase interfaces during the

cyclic martensitic transformation,

6) local loss of the strength of the NiTi matrix due to the

hydrogen embrittlement and suppression of marten-

sitic transformation,

7) transfer of the oxide cracks into the embrittled NiTi

matrix,

8) propagation of selected cracks along the hydrogen

traps causing ultimately the brittle fracture of the

wire.

Ironically, combination of the two exciting properties of

NiTi—superelasticity due to martensitic transformation

and biocompatibility due to TiO2 surface oxide layer—thus

leads to accelerated fatigue damage during cyclic loading

in biofluids. The hydrogen-based fatigue degradation

mechanism is proposed especially for NiTi, other SMAs, as

e.g., Ti–Nb–Ta or Ti–Nb–Zr medical alloys might behave

differently as recent electrochemical studies [48] show. A

question remains whether the mechanism may also operate

in atmospheric moisture.

The essential point is that the mechanism originates from

the surface not from the microstructure evolution in the bulk,

though the bulk deformation processes play significant role in

it, since they allow for the excessive surface deformation and

for the hydrogen transport. The mechanismmight potentially

pose a threat for any low modulus Ti alloy-based implants

covered by Ti oxides. However, note that medical implants

designed as a ‘‘structural elements’’ undergo much smaller

surface strains than the thin NiTi wire and that the cyclic

martensitic transformation required in step v is missing.

Another likely consequence of the mechanochemical reac-

tions during the superelastic cycling of NiTi wires immersed

in biofluids is presumably a drastic increase of the Ni release

from the cycled wire compared to the static NiTi wire (virgin

or deformed [23] ). This shall be taken as a prediction that

should be verified by dedicated experiments.

It shall be mentioned that the local hydrogenation and

consequent decrease of the strength of NiTi due to the

cyclic superelastic deformation in fluids is not the same as

the homogeneous hydrogenation of NiTi by conventional

means [38–42, 46, 49, 50]. Minor homogeneous absorption

of hydrogen by NiTi does not have to necessarily decrease

its strength. It may have even beneficial effect on, e.g.,

corrosion [38] or damping properties [49]. Hydrogenated

NiTi recovers its strength upon long-time aging even at

room temperature [50].

Finally, it shall be pointed out that fatigue performance

of the thin NiTi wires in cyclic tensile tests depends criti-

cally on the type and quality of the oxide layer resulting

from the surface finishing treatment. NiTi wires with dif-

ferent oxide layers exhibit very different number of cycles

till failure. Recall that all samples studied in this work had

exactly the same surface oxide layer achieved by the same

heat treatment. We shall admit that this particular oxide

layer [14] definitely did not provide the wire with the best

fatigue performance. But this is not considered to be an

issue here, since the goal of this work was to reveal the

degradation mechanism and to develop a method that can

be used to evaluate various surface finishing treatments of

NiTi wires in view of the best superelastic fatigue perfor-

mance in simulated body fluids. Fatigue testing of NiTi

wires having same microstructure but various surface

oxides due to various surface finishing treatments is cur-

rently in progress.

Conclusions

Fatigue of oxidized superelastic NiTi wires was investi-

gated by cyclic tensile tests in simulated biofluid. Although

the static NiTi wire is highly corrosion resistant thanks to

the thin passive TiO2 oxide layer covering its surface, the

same NiTi wire, when strained cyclically in the liquid,

suffers from environmentally induced fatigue degradation

and preliminary failure. As the thin TiO2 surface oxide

cannot withstand the large superelastic strains, the wire is

in fact covered by a ‘‘cracked surface oxide’’ containing

dense array of regularly spaced microcracks that open/-

close periodically upon cycling and expose fresh NiTi

surface to the liquid. Fatigue lifetime of superelastically

NiTi wire is shorter in the liquid compared to the air.

The state of the surface of the cyclically deformed NiTi

wire was continuously monitored by following the evolu-

tion of the electrochemical Open Circuit Potential along-

side with the macroscopic stress and strain. The OCP signal

reflects mechanically induced local breakdown of the

passive oxide layers triggering the chemical reactions on

the wire surface. Microcracks on the surface of the stret-

ched fatigued wire as well as on the FIBed cross section

were observed by SEM. Based on the results, it is claimed

that fatigue lifetime of superelastic NiTi wire deforming

cyclically in simulated biofluid is controlled by mechani-

cally driven chemical reactions (passivation) at the exces-

sively stretched surface leading to hydrogen generation at

the tips of the periodically opening/closing cracks (freshly

opened bare NiTi/liquid interface).

Mechanism of environmental fatigue degradation of

NiTi is proposed consisting in the adsorption of the gen-

erated hydrogen by the mechanically loaded surface, dif-

fusional transfer of the adsorbed hydrogen into the bulk

facilitated by the interfaces moving during the cyclic

martensitic transformation, and local suppression of the
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martensitic transformation in hydrogen-affected areas. This

mechanism assists crack nucleation under the surface oxide

cracks and facilitates growth of selected cracks into the

matrix, which ultimately leads to the brittle fracture of the

NiTi wire. Major cracks always nucleate at inclusions or

notches on the surface.

The mechanism explains the origin of clinical observa-

tions of random embrittlement and fractures of NiTi wires

taken from explanted tracheal and esophageal NiTi stents.
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